Abstract-In graded multi-label classification (GMLC), each data can be assigned to multiple labels according to a degree of membership on an ordinal scale, and with respect to label relations. For example, in a movie catalog web page, a five stars action movie should be at least a one star suspense movie. Ignoring those relations can lead to inconsistent predictions, but if they are considered, then a prediction error for one label will be propagated to all related labels. Most of existing approaches either ignore label relations, or can learn only relations fitting a predefined imposed structure. This paper is motivated by the lack of a study analysing the compromise between handling label relations and limiting error propagation in GMLC, and by the fact that there is no known approach giving a control on that compromise to allow such a study. In this paper, a new meta-classifier with two main advantages is proposed for GMLC. Firstly, no predefined structure is imposed for learning label relations, and secondly, the meta-classifier is based on three measures giving control on the studied compromise. The studied compromise is analysed according to its impact on the classifier complexity and on hamming-loss evaluation measure. A comparison to three existing approaches shows that the proposed meta-classifier is competitive according to hammingloss evaluation measure, and it is the most stable classifier according to hamming-loss standard deviation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graded multi-label classification (GMLC) is the task of assigning one or more labels to each data according to an ordinal scale of membership degrees M . It was recently introduced [1] as a generalization of the multi-label classification task (MLC) [2] .
The most known source for GMLC data is catalogue web pages, where movies or animes are assigned to different categories such as action, suspense, and humour using a one-to-five star rating. Data involving the task of GMLC can be found in many other domains such as chemistry, where molecules have multiple odours with different intensities ranging from very weak to very strong.
Relations can exist between labels according to M . For example, high ranked action movies should contain at least little suspense, and molecules having a very strong intensity of jasmine odour can not have the smell of musk simultaneously.
Those relations, if well learned, are supposed to give a better understanding of hidden knowledge in data, but actually they lead to a serious dilemma:
-On the one hand, considering label relations has the advantage of making consistent predictions, but it has the disadvantage of allowing error propagation because a prediction error for one label will be propagated to all related labels. -On the other hand, learning a classifier while ignoring those relations has the advantage of making independent predictions which prevents error propagation, but it has the disadvantage of making inconsistent predictions since label relations are ignored. Label relation dilemma is an inherent challenge in all MLC tasks and not only specific to GMLC. However, this challenge has not received enough attention in the literature: first MLC approaches assume label independence, and later approaches focused only on how to handle label relations.
Learning all label relations can lead to cyclic dependencies between labels. Most of existing MLC approaches avoid this problem by setting a non cyclic dependence structure, and then try to learn only relations fitting the predefined structure.
Another limitation of existing MLC approaches is that they can handle only co-occurrence relations, while GMLC data can encapsulate also order relations based on the ordinal scale of membership degrees.
To overcome the limitations of existing MLC approaches, and to answer the challenge of label relation dilemma in GMLC, we propose a new meta-classifier named PSI-MC with two main advantages: Firstly, it allows label relation learning from GMLC data without imposing a predefined structure, and secondly, based on three measures named preselection, selection, and interest measures, it allows controlling the compromise between learning label relations and limiting error propagation.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we review the most used MLC approaches, in Section III we review some well-known GMLC approaches, and in Section IV we describe the proposed meta-classifier PSI-MC. Experiments on real datasets are discussed in Section V. Conclusions and ideas for future works are presented in Section VI.
II. MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFICATION Let C = {c l } 1≤l≤k be the set of labels, and X = {x i } 1≤i≤n be the set of data. Each data x i is a vector (x ij ) 1≤j≤p where x ij is the value corresponding to the j th attribute. y i ⊆ C is the set of labels associated to x i . The MLC task is to learn a classifier H : X → P(C) mapping each data to the correct set of associated labels. The MLC task is answered either by extending a mono-label classifier, or by transforming multilabel data to mono-label data.
Many mono-label classifiers were adapted to handle multilabel data, such as the K-Nearest Neighbours algorithm [3] [4], the naive bayes algorithm [5] , the Support Vector machines [6] [7], the decision trees [8] [9] , and the neural networks [10] [11]. In this paper we are more interested in transformation methods [12] because they can be used with any mono-label classifier.
There are three families of learning approaches based on transformation methods: Learning one multi-classes classifier, learning a binary classifier for each label, and learning a binary classifier for each two different labels.
A. Learning one multi-classes classifier
Label power set (LP) is a straightforward approach considering each label set as a single distinct label. One disadvantage of this approach is the class imbalance problem encountered when some label sets are not frequent. The idea behind pruned problem transformation approach (PPT) [13] is to remove infrequent label sets in order to overcome the class imbalance problem, but this leads to an information loss due to label truncation. A pruned problem transformation with no information loss (PPT-n) [13] is an improvement of PPT. Instead of removing infrequent label sets, PPT-n divide them to frequent subsets of labels. A common disadvantage between LP, PPT, and PPT-n approaches is that they can not predict an unseen label set in the training set. This limitation is overcome by the PPT-ext approach [13] .
B. Learning a binary classifier for each label
In binary relevance approach (BR), a binary classifier H l : X → {0, 1} is learned for each label c l ∈ C. The labels relevant to predict are given by H(x) = {c l , H l (x) = 1} 1≤l≤k . This approach learns independent classifiers and therefore can not learn label relations. Classifier chains approach (CC) [14] overcome this limitation using a chained structure depending on a predefined order for labels. Each classifier H l is allowed to use the prediction result of all previous classifiers {H l } 1≤l <l in order to make its own prediction. In classifier treillis approach (CT) [15] a directed graph is built instead of a chained structure. Label correlation is computed between each pair of labels, then classifiers are placed on nodes according to label correlation. Each classifier is allowed to use the prediction result of all classifiers corresponding to parent nodes.
C. Learning a binary classifier for each two different labels
In ranking by pairwise comparison approach (RPC) [16] , a binary classifier H ll is learned for each label pair c l = c l . Each H ll is used to predict whether a data is associated to the label c l or c l . A label ranking is outputted using a majority vote aggregation but with no separation between relevant and irrelevant labels. This problem is solved by calibrated label ranking approach (CLR) [17] . The idea is to train k more classifiers using an additional label c 0 . For each classifier H l0 , l ∈ [1, k], data not associated with the label c l is considered as associated with the additional label c 0 . Labels predicted more times then c 0 are relevant labels, and the remaining are considered as irrelevant labels.
III. GRADED MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFICATION

A. GMLC and fuzzy sets
GMLC data can be viewed as fuzzy sets [18] . The only difference is that in fuzzy sets a numeric scale is used for
The interest of GMLC is related to data acquisition because it is easier for annotators to give their opinions on an ordinal scale. Each data x i is associated with a fuzzy set y i where λ i : C → M is the mapping function of x i associating each label c l ∈ C to its membership grade.
A fuzzy set can be described by the vertical representation using the membership function, or by the horizontal representation using α-cuts. In a similar way, the GMLC task can be solved using either a vertical or an horizontal decomposition, or both [1] .
B. Decomposing the GMLC problem
Using the vertical decomposition, k classifiers are trained, one for each label c l ∈ C, so that each classifier H l : X → M predicts the membership grade for the label c l .
Using the horizontal decomposition, s − 1 classifiers are trained, one for each grade m g ∈ {m 2 , . . . , m s }, so that each classifier H g : X → P(C) predicts the set of associated labels according to a membership grade at least equals to m g . There is no need to train a classifier for m 1 because the corresponding label set is H 1 (x) = C.
If a label c l is predicted by a classifier H g , it is expected from all classifiers {H g } 1≤g ≤g to predict c l as well. In regard to this hierarchical property, the trained classifiers are not completely independent, hence the horizontal decomposition in theory, can learn better label relations than the vertical decomposition. However, it is not guaranteed that the hierarchical property is satisfied by trained classifiers. An aggregation function is generally used to handle this case.
Combining both decompositions can be done starting first by the vertical decomposition, then applying an horizontal decomposition, or the opposite. Indeed, the task of each vertical classifier is an ordinal classification [19] [20] and can be solved horizontally using s − 1 binary classifiers, and the task of each horizontal classifier can be solved vertically using the BR approach.
C. Solving the GMLC problem using a pairwise approach
The task of GMLC can be solved also using a pairwise approach like CLR. The three methods named Horizontal CLR, Full CLR, and Joined CLR are all based on the idea of using multiple calibration labels [21] .
For the Horizontal CLR approach, an horizontal decomposition is first performed, then each MLC task g from the obtained s − 1 tasks is solved using CLR, with v g as the cutting point between relevant and irrelevant labels.
For the Full CLR approach, a classifier is trained for each label pair in C ∪V . All virtual labels are considered as cutting points. The membership grade m g is predicted for a label c l ∈ C if m g is the highest membership grade for which c l is predicted more times than v g .
One drawback of Full CLR approach, is that for a classifier H ll , a data x i is considered positive if λ i (c l ) > λ i (c l ), and negative otherwise, regardless of the difference between membership grades.
Joined CLR answers this problem by combining both Horizontal CLR and Full CLR approaches. Indeed, each MLC task for the Horizontal CLR approach is solved using all virtual labels as cutting points, instead of using only one cutting point.
The three CLR based approaches discussed in this section are also used in experiment section (V), where our proposed meta-classifier is compared to them.
IV. A NEW META-CLASSIFIER FOR GRADED MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFICATION
A. Key ideas
The first key idea of the proposed meta-classifier is to learn an initial set of k multi-class classifiers H 0 = {H l } 1≤l≤k , one for each label, where the training set for a classifier H l includes membership grades of labels {c l } l =l as descriptive numeric attributes, which means that the prediction by a classifier H l can depend on the prediction result of other classifiers {H l } l =l . This allows learning label relations considering membership grades without fixing a predefined structure, but it does not prevent learning cyclic dependencies.
The second key idea is to avoid cyclic dependencies by replacing involved classifiers. The compromise between handling label relations and limiting error propagation is defined by the way we select which classifier to replace first, and by the way we select alternative classifiers that the new classifier can depend on. The final set of classifiers without cyclic dependencies is the one used to make predictions
Initially, the final classifier set is empty: H ← ∅, and the set of classifiers not yet added to H is H 0 −H = H. Our proposed meta-classifier PSI-MC removes iteratively classifiers from H, and adds them directly or after being replaced to H, until |H| = 0 and consequently |H| = k.
B. Measures
A pre-selection measure P : H → {0, 1} is used to fill the set of candidate classifiers for replacement: {H l ∈ H, P(H l ) = 1} 1≤l≤k . Note that our objective is not only to solve cyclic dependencies but also to answer the challenge of label relation dilemma. Hence, in order to reduce the effect of error propagation, even if a classifier is not involved in a cyclic dependency, it can be a candidate for replacement if it depends on too many other classifiers.
Classifiers not candidates for replacement are added directly to the final classifier set:
A selection measure S : P(H) → H is used to select one classifier to be replaced from the set of candidate classifiers. For example, it can be either the classifier that depends on the lowest number of classifiers to reduce information loss, or the classifier that depends on the highest number of classifiers to reduce error propagation. It could also be the classifier whose the highest number of classifiers depend on to resolve more cyclic dependencies.
A measure of chaining interest I : H → {0, 1} is used to decide whether the new classifier to build can depend on a final classifier H L : I(H L ) = 1 or not: I(H L ) = 0.
pre-selection, selection, and chaining interest measures are called the PSI-measures. In the following, we investigate their impact on synthetic data before analysing experiment results on real datasets.
C. Analysing the impact of PSI-measures using synthetic data
In TABLE I, X = {x i } 1≤i≤10 is the training set, C = {c l } 1≤l≤5 is the label set, M = {m g } 1≤g≤4 = {0, 1, 2, 3} is the set of membership grades, and {a 1 , a 2 } is the set of descriptive attributes. In the following, we use decision trees as base classifiers because they are easily interpreted, however the proposed meta-classifier can be used with any other base classifier. Fig. 1 shows the obtained decision trees for H 0 using the weka implementation [22] of the C4.5 algorithm [23] , and Fig.  2 shows the corresponding dependency graph. In this example, we choose to make all non independent classifiers candidates for replacement:
otherwise. H 1 is independent, hence it is removed from H and added directly to H (Fig. 3) . The remaining classifiers are all dependent. One of them should be selected according to a selection measure. In this example we choose to select the classifier allowing us to solve the highest number of cyclic dependencies:
The selection measure outputs the first classifier with the highest value which is H 2 in this case.
H 2 is to be replaced by another classifier H 2 , and we have the choice to chain it with H 1 or to make it independent. In this example the chaining interest measure is given by I(H L ) = 0 , ∀H L ∈ H. Fig. 4 shows the updated dependency graphs for H and H after replacing H 2 by H 2 . Note that after removing H 2 from H, H 4 becomes independent and then it is added directly to H (Fig. 5 ). Also note that since H 4 was depending on H 2 in H, it is now depending on H 2 in H. This shows that the selection measure choosing which classifier to replace first, has also an impact on the learned label relations. 
H 3 is replaced by an independent classifier H 3 according to the chaining interest measure I (Fig. 6) .
After removing H 3 from H, H 5 becomes independent and it is added directly to H (Fig. 7) . Since H 5 was depending on both H 2 and H 3 in H, it is now depending on H 2 and H 3 in H. Fig. 8 shows the dependency graph for H 0 , compared to the one for H using a chaining interest measure always equals to 0 (the same used in the example), and to the one for H using a chaining interest measure always equals to 1. Note In summary, by marking classifiers to be replaced, the preselection measure P can reduce learned label relations to minimize the risk of error propagation. The learned relation structure can change according to the order of replaced classifiers, which is determined by the selection measure S. The chaining interest measure I controls allowed label relations: predictions are supposed to be more consistent by allowing replaced classifiers to learn many relations, and by doing the opposite the risk of error propagation is reduced. problem of insufficient attributes, 50 datasets are randomly generated considering only k labels as target labels and the remaining labels as descriptive attributes. In order to compare our proposed meta-classifier results to reported results of Horizontal CLR, Full CLR, and Joined CLR approaches [21] , we used the same 50 datasets for k = 5, the same 50 datasets for k = 10, and the same base classifier (weka implementation of C4.5) as in [21] . Results averaged over 10 folds crossvalidation are shown in TABLE III, where hamming-loss is extended to the GMLC case as described in [21] . (TABLE III) , and almost as good as Joined CLR, while it is the most stable one according to hamming-loss standard deviation.
We generated 15 descriptive attributes for odorous molecule data [24] based on the name and formula of molecules. TABLE IV as TABLE III shows that there is no significant difference between using the measure I = 0 and the measure I = 1 according to hamming-loss. Indeed, by allowing more label relations to be learned (I = 1) more true positive labels are predicted, hence the sensitivity (true positive rate) is increased and hamming-loss is decreased, but due to error propagation, more false positive labels are predicted and consequently hamming-loss is increased. This explains why using I = 1 is not always better.
According to the low sensitivity obtained in TABLE IV, the 15 generated attributes are not relevant to discern labels (molecule odours). The prediction error rate in overlapping regions may be high. This problem can be answered by outputting for each data a set of possible labels for each membership grade [25] , because experts prefer to have one true prediction in a small set of possible predictions instead of one prediction that could be totally wrong. Label relation dilemma has also an impact on classifier complexity. TABLE V shows the average number of nodes, leafs, and dependent nodes over all decision trees in each meta- In this paper, we proposed a new meta-classifier for GMLC named PSI-MC. It is based on three measures named PSImeasures for pre-selection, selection and chaining interest measure. PSI-MC has two main advantages: it allows learning label relations without fixing a predefined relation structure, and it allows controlling the compromise between handling label relations and limiting error propagation. Experiment results on real datasets shows that PSI-MC is competitive with other existing approaches according to hamming-loss, and it is the most stable one according to hamming-loss standard deviation.
In this paper, the impact of PSI-measures is not fully analysed, there is many interesting measures to be studied, and there is even more if we use base classifiers outputting attribute weights such as neural networks. For future work, we plan to study further our proposed classifier, by analysing different PSI-measures, with different base classifiers and for different datasets.
